
Neighbors in Space

Have you looked up into 
the sky on a clear night?  
What do you see?  Tiny 
points of light?  They are 
stars, of course.  But did 
you know that there are 
many kinds of stars?  
Find out all about them  
in this book.
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Wishing on a Star 
Some people say that a person should 

make a wish when he or she sees the first 

star that shines at night .  The first star out 

is called a wishing star .  
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But will a wishing star really make a 

person’s wish come true?  No, that is just a 

story .  But it is fun to think so!  

Make a Wish
When people wish on a star, 

they may say this poem:

Star light, star bright,

First star I see tonight,

I wish I may, I wish I might,

Have this wish I wish tonight.
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Here on Earth, we can see thousands of 

stars at night .  They look like small lights in 

the sky .  

A Starry Universe 

All Lit Up
In the country, a person can 

see more stars than in the city.  

That is because there are fewer 

lights from buildings and cars 

to get in the way of the light 

from stars.
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But stars only look small because they 

are so far away .  Stars are really bigger 

than you can imagine!
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If you stood next to a star, you could not 

see anything else .  Stars are huge!  Think of 

the biggest mountain you ever saw .  Stars 

are bigger than that .  Think of an ocean .  

Stars are bigger than that, too .  Most stars 

are even bigger than the whole Earth!

This is what a star looks like up close .
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Stars are made of very hot gas .
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Now, think about this .  The stars we can 

see are just one small part of all the stars 

in the universe .

The Universe
What is the universe?  It is 

everything everywhere.  The 

universe is made of all stars, 

planets, and everything in space.
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 The universe is much bigger than what 

we can see .  There are more stars in the 

universe than a person can count in his or 

her whole life!
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So, stars are huge and there are more 

stars than you can count .  Think about that .  

Think about how big the universe must be .  

No matter how big you are thinking, the 

universe is even bigger than that!

The sun is one of many stars in the universe .

sun

Earth
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And stars are everywhere in the universe .

sun

Earth

moon

The sun is the closest star to Earth .
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We mainly see stars at night .  But 

there is one star that we see every day .  

It is our sun .  The sun is a star!  It is the 

most important star there is to everyone 

on Earth .

Earth’s sun
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The sun gives 

Earth all the 

light and heat 

we need to live.
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Many things in the universe make 

patterns .  But stars do not .  Some stars are 

close together .  Some stars are far apart .  

There are many stars in some places .  In 

other places, there are few stars .

All About Stars 

The Big Dipper is a constellation .  
It looks like a big spoon .
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People like to imagine patterns that stars 

make .  They find pictures in the sky that 

are made by stars .  The pictures are called 

constellations (kon-stuh-LEY-shuns) .
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All stars give light .  But the amount of 

light they give is not the same .  Some stars 

are very bright .  The sun is a bright star .  

Other stars are not as bright .  Still, you 

could not look at a star up close .  They are 

all too bright for that .

The brighter a star is, the more light it gives .
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Figure It Out
Why does our sun 

seem brighter 

than these stars?
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A group of stars is called a galaxy .  Some 

galaxies are very large .  They can have 

trillions of stars in them .  Some galaxies 

are small .  They have only a few million 

stars in them .

We live in the 

Milky Way galaxy.
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There are billions of galaxies in the 

universe!  Think about how many stars that 

means there are .

Galaxies can be different sizes and different shapes .
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red dwarf

yellow star

There are many types of stars .  Red 

dwarfs are small and do not give much 

light .  They are very old stars .  Yellow stars 

are bigger with more light .  The sun is a 

yellow star .
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blue giant

Blue giants are very large and bright .  

There are not many blue giants .
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A very long time from now, the sun will 

get much bigger .  It will become a giant 

star .  Giant stars are very, very bright .  

Many stars that we see in the sky are 

giant stars .

Black Hole
When a star dies, it can become 

smaller and smaller.  Finally, it may 

become a black hole.  A black hole 

has a lot of power.  It pulls things 

inside of it.
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super giant star

A super giant star is even bigger than a 

giant star!  It is a thousand times as big as 

our sun .
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The next time you see a wishing star, 

think about it .  Think about how big it is .  

Think about how bright it is .  Think about all 

the stars in its galaxy .  

Star Light, 
Star Bright 
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That star may not grant your wish .  

But it will give you plenty to think and 

dream about!
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Materials:
• an apple

• four colors of 
modeling clay

• yellow or orange 
tissue paper

• tape or glue

• craft knife (for 
grown-ups only!)

You can build a model of the special 

star, our sun, with all six of its layers . 

Science Lab: 
Build the Sun

Procedure:
1  Hold the apple .  That 

will be the sun’s core .  
The core is the first 
layer of the sun .    

2 Choose one clay 
color .  Mold it around 
the apple .  It should 
be about as thick as 
the apple .  That will 
be the second layer 
of the sun .
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3  Choose another color .  
Mold it around the last 
layer .  It should be about 
half as thick .  That is the 
third layer of the sun .

4 Choose another color .  
Mold it .  It should be 
very thin .  That is the 
fourth layer of the sun .

5 Choose the last color .  
Mold it .  It should be 
very thin .  That is the 
fifth layer of the sun .

6 Crinkle up the tissue 
paper .  Tape or glue it 
around the model .  That  
is the corona .  It is the 
sixth layer .

7 Have a grown-up cut the 
model in half .  Now you 
can see all the layers 
that make the sun .

2

3

7
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Glossary
billion— one thousand millions; 

1,000,000,000

constellations— pictures that people 

imagine in groups of stars

core— the inner layer of the sun

corona— the outer layer of the sun

galaxy— a large group of stars

thousands— any number between 1,000 

and 999,999

trillion— a million millions; 

1,000,000,000,000

universe— everything in space
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Sallie Baliunas is a scientist who 

studies stars .  She likes to learn 

about stars like Earth’s sun that 

have their own planets .  She has 

won a lot of awards for her work .

A Scientist Today
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